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Lash Guide

LashNV - £42
LashNV is a natural lash lift treatment which includes a 
colour boost that gives longer-looking lashes without the 
need for extensions. 

This is created by using LashNV products that curl, perm 
and tint your lashes to make them appear fuller and 
longer so it gives and enhance the look to your own 
lashes. LashNV last 6 weeks and then the treatment can be 
carried out again. 

Treatment time is 1hr and patch testing is required at least 24 - 
48hrs before. Aftercare will be provided by your therapist.

Lala lashes 
Technician £22

Senior £30
Lala lashes are a temporary lash treatment designed to last 
up to 2 weeks. They are not individually bonded so are 
only short term lasting lashes which makes them ideal for 
holidays or special occasions. 

It is a quick fix of our lash extension treatments to give you 
natural or fuller-looking lashes. Lala lashes can not be infills 

and must be reapplied as a new set. Patch testing is required at 
least 24-48hrs before. The treatment takes 45mins - 1hr.  

Aftercare is provided by your therapist



Semi-Permanent Lashes 
Beauty director £50- £70
Senior £45 - £65
Semi-permanent lashes are our individual lash 
treatment and designed to last up to 4 weeks. These 
lashes are individually applied to the natural lashes to 
create a natural /fuller and even longer look. 

The lashes are a natural shape and give the look of mascara 
without the hassle. Semi-permanent lashes can be maintained every 
2-3 weeks which would keep your created lash look full over periods of time. 

A Lash extension consultation must be booked for semi-permanent lashes which will include 
your patch test, a discussing/look of your natural lashes and will require a £20 deposit when 
booking your semi-permanent appointment and must be done in advance. Treatment can 
take up too 1hr 45 mins depending on the desired look which ranges from corner flicks to a 
natural or fuller look. Aftercare is provided by your therapist.

Russians Volume Lashes 
Beauty Director £80 - £100

Russians volume lashes are to create a fuller and bolder, false lash 
effect lasting up to 4 weeks. This is created by applying 2-8 soft 
fine lashes in a fan shape to an individual natural lash which 
feels lighter and leaves a more softer fluffy look. 

Russian volume lashes can be maintained every 2-3 weeks 
which would keep your desired look over periods of time. A 
lash extension consultation must be booked which will include 
your patch test, a discussing/look of your natural lashes and will 

require a £30 deposit when booking your Russian volume lash 
appointment and must be done in advance. 

Treatment can take up to 2hrs 45mins depending on your desired 
look which can be more natural thickness or a fuller thickness. 

Aftercare is provided by your therapist.
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